
Number of Floors: 
Floor Area (m2): 
No. of Protected Staircases: 
No. of Beds: 
%Open Plan: 
Special Features: 
Additional Detail: 

Reinspection Date: 
Heritage Building: 
Petroleum Redevelopment: 
Fire Fighter Risk: 
Unwanted Fire Si nals Count: 

Alarm Type:Auto Fire Alarm (AFA) 
Management Standard:Standard 

::ompliance 
erial Deviations from Brigade 

p•~·'erred standard 
Call Point Type:Break Glass 
Sounder Type:Beii/Sounder 
Power Supply Type: Mains 
Automatic Fire Detection 
Type:Smoke (Point, Aspirating) 
Management Standard:Standard 

1otely Monitored 
::ompliance 

ke Ventilation 
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GRENFELL TOWER 
GRENFELL TOWER 
LANCASTER WEST ESTATE 
LONDON 
W111TG 
Purpose Built Flats> =4 floors 
Kensington and Chelsea 
FSR Hammersmith & Fulham Kensington & Chelsea 
G27 - North Kensington 

Mixed use building constructed of brick and concrete providing the following: nursery school on the ground floor with separate entrance; boxing club on the 1st floor with separate entrance ir 
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217051099 

5 

1 
0 

15 

24/03/2017 
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::ompliance 
~1.n'inklers 
Type: None 
Management Standard: 
Ofo CoveredO 

nestic Installation 

Instructions Displayed 
Drills And Training 

1ade Appliance Access 
~.-"''Cial Features: Staircase Exits at 2nd 
floor level to exterior 
Number of Firefighting Shafts: 1 

ll.pplies 
ineering Solution Applies 
je Off Measures 

Flammable Materials 
Stored: 
Type: 
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COMMON PARTS 
GRENFELL TOWER 
LANCASTER WEST ESTATE 
LONDON 
WlllTG 
FSR Hammersmith & Fulham Kensington & Chelsea 
Occupier- multi occupancy 
Purpose Built Flats> =4 floors 
Flats/Mais 4 Firs and over PB 

5 
24/03/2017 

0 
0 
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Contact Type 
Sole Supplier Risk 

Name 
Responsible Person 

Position 
Address 

Telephone 
Fax 

Email 
URL 

Contact Type 
Sole Supplier Risk 

Name 
Responsible Person 

Position 
Address 

Telephone 
Fax 

iant 
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Janice Wray 
Health, Safety & Facilities Manager 
292a Kensal Road LONDON WlO SBE 
020 7605 6344 

Grenfell Tower Lancaster West Estate LONDON W11 1TG 

"Where the responsible person implements any preventative and protective measures he must do so on the basis of the principles specified in Part 3 of schedule 1" 
Observations: No find in s or actions identified in FRA so cannot score. 
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Are suitable arrangements in place 
to ensure that facilities, equipment 
and devices for use by or the 
protection of fire fighters are 
maintained in an efficient state, in 
efficient working order and in good 
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"The responsible person shall make . appropriate arrangements.for the effective planning, organisation control, monitoring & review of preventive and protective measures" 
Observations: Multiple items in the MOE (see article 14); fire doors not fitting fully into their frames; services duct cover broken creating hole (see article 8). 

icle 11 FS arrangements not maintained 
the time of the audit your preventative and protective measures had not been planned, organised, controlled monitored or reviewed where required. It was found that there were multiple 

items in the common parts; several fire doors did not fit fully into their frames and there was a breach in your services duct. 
Remedy: 

ngements identified as not suitably addressed must be effectively planned, organised, controlled, monitored or reviewed. 

"Where necessary in order to safeguard the safety of relevant persons. the responsible person must ensure that the premises and facilities, equipment & devices provided. are subject to a 
•s"''"'m" system of maintenance.in an efficient state.in efficient working order and in good repair" 

servations: Several lobby doors to the stairs not closing fully into frame: Flats 44 & 53 were not self closing. EL on stairs bulb gone- reported to caretaker. 
icle 17(1) Facilities/equipment not maintained 
the time of the audit you had not ensured that a suitable system of maintenance was in place in your premises. It was found that several of the fire doors protecting your escape staircase 

nge initial and on-going maintenance to ensure fire safety measures are kept in an efficient state, working order and good repair. This can be achieved by regularly checking the fire 
and the their self closers on your escape stairs to ensure they close fully into their frame and if they do not taking appropriate action. 

icle 17(1)Fiat doors-Common parts exit routes 
e corridors, lobbies and stairs used for access to and from flats in the premises (the access route(s)) are intended for use by relevant persons as a PROTECTED ROUTE. This route should 

provide a safe means of escape in event of fire and must be maintained in an efficient state, in efficient working order and good repair. 
During audit it was found that the responsible person for management of the access route has not prevented or addressed deficiencies in the fire resistance of the PROTECTED ROUTE and/or 
required rectification of defects that have arisen in, and/or alterations made to, the protection to the access route. 

e PROTECTED ROUTE has been compromised by the fitting of doors that do not self close. Flats 44 and 153 were checked at audit and did not self close. 
Remedy: 
LII::>Uit:: Lilt:: Cl\..\..t::::>::> \...UIIIUUI 1::> lt::LUIIIt:::U LU IL~ 111\.t::IIUt::U ::>LCILt: C~ Cl II'.VIL\ .. dLL.I I"'!.VUIL LU CIIIUIU tJIULt:a .... LIUII IIUIII lilt:: Ill Cl IICL LU lt::II:::::VCIIL tJCI::>UII:::J VVIIU IIICIY II::::I..IUIIt:: U::>t:: VI LIICIL I....UIIIUUI IUI ::>CIIt:: 

escape from the premises in case of fire. Remedial work that may be necessary for this purpose, must be assessed and completed by a competent person who is practised in application of 
the relevant standards for means of escape. Your attention is drawn to the provisions of subsections (2), (3) and (4) of Article 17 of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 in the 
following extracts of legislation. You are advised that walls in PROTECTED ROUTES should have a minimum of 60 minutes fire resistance. Openings in the walls leading to accommodation 
a PROTECTED ROUTE (including doors in entrance ways should be of a minimum 30 minutes fire resistance and should self close. Means the responsible person could use to comply with 

"Where necessary. to safeguard the safety of fire-fighters in the event of fire, the responsible person must ensure .facilities, equipment and devices provided. use by or protection of fire
fighters.suitable system of maintenance.maintained.working order and in good repair" 
Observations: On-site re stated that risers and AOVs are checked and maintained 
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Are there suitable additional 
emergency measures provided to 
safeguard all relevant persons from 
an accident, incident or emergency 
related to dangerous substances in 
or on the premises? 
Corn liance Levei:Not 
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"The responsible person must provide his employees with comprehensible and relevant information" 
Observations: Staff who check the build had been n sufficient information. 

"The responsible person subject to the risk assessment, must ensure that information on emergency arrangements is available, suitable warning and other communication systems are 
established, escape facilities are provided and maintained, provide information to relevant accident and emergency services and display information at the premises. In the event to an 
incident occurring take immediate steps and permit only essential persons to the affected area and provide PPE, specialised equipment and plant" 
Observations: 
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competent persons and 
arrangements in place to assist the 
responsible person in undertaking 
the preventative and protective 
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"The responsible person must. appoint. competent persons to assist him in undertaking preventive and protective measures" 
Observations: Fire risk assessor and cam contractors ointed. 

"Where necessary to safeguard the safety of relevant persons in case of fire the responsible person must ensure that routes to emergency exits . and exits. are kept clear at all times and 
where required, to be adequately illuminated by emergency lighting" 
uoservat1ons: 1 ne 1v1ut was not clear at audit. 1 ne ro11owmg Items were noted outside vanous tlats: ouggy LU.:S; wooden cna1r LUb; snoes lLb & 1!::14; scooter HJ.:S; vanous Items l!:>l; .:S 

buggies & hobby horse 115 & 116; plastic plant outside 11; artificial flowers behind dry riser pipe on 16th floor; large clothes horse full of drying washing and real Christmas tree, blocking 
dry riser outside flat 8; pile of unopened post outside 7; mobility scooter outside flat 9 being charged through the letter box; shopping trolley 10. Some flat doors do not self close- checked 

icle 14 Issues with emergency routes or exits 
the time of the audit the emergency routes or exits were inadequate. It was found that various items were stored in the common parts, including a mobility scooter which was being 

Remedy: 
Ensure adequate emergency routes and exits, for use by relevant persons in the premises, are available and can be safely and effectively used at all relevant times. This can be achieved by 
removing the items from the common parts and providing an alternative means for the mobility scooter to be charged. 

icle 14 Issues with emergency routes or exits 
the time of the audit the emergency routes or exits were inadequate. It was found that doors to flats 44 & 153 did not self close. 

Remedy: 
Ensure ad 

(see Article 4, meaning of general fire precautions) 
Observations: Panels covering the services ducts on the 8th floor were damaged and broken creating a breach in the service duct void. 

icle 8 Potential fire spread via shafts, riser 
the time of the audit the general fire precautions required to prevent fire and smoke spread via shafts, risers or ducting were inadequate. It was found that the top corner of one of the 

panels protecting your services duct on the 8th floor was damaged and broken creating a breach in the service duct void. 
Remedy: 

ke the 
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Are there adequate procedures tor 
serious and imminent danger and 
for danger areas? 

the fire authority regarding the 
installation of fire-fighters 

"Prescribed voltage" means: 
1000v AC or 1500v DC between two 
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"The responsible person must establish & where necessary give effect to .procedures. to be followed in the event of serious & imminent danger to relevant persons, nominate.competent 
to implement procedures, inform & instruct relevant persons concerned" 

Observations: EP is stay put however residents interviewed at audit stated that they had not been informed of this. No FANs displayed in common parts. The FRA states that FANs are not 
necessary as residents are given pack of information plus there is a regular magazine. He does not state how they are made to read this! 

icle 15(1)No emergency plan created/implemented 
the time of the audit your procedures to be followed in the event of serious and imminent danger were inadequate. It was found that Fire Action Notices were not displayed in your 

procedures for serious and imminent danger and for danger areas should be established and followed. This can be achieved by displaying Fire Action Notices in the common parts 

"This article applies to apparatus" "designed to work at a voltage exceeding the prescribed voltage" "The cut off switch must be" "placed, coloured or marked as to satisfy" "the fire 
authority" The responsible person must give suitable notice to the fire authority showing where the cut off switch is to be sited, coloured or marked" 

This article does not apply to licensed premises authorised to for the exhibition of a film 

responsibility for the safety of his fellow employees of any hazard" 
Observations: Employees appeared to be carrying out their general duties while at work. 
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Above averaae 
Initial Expectation: Notification of 
Minor Deficiencies 

:sidered EMM 
\.onfirmed Action: Notification of Minor 

Audit Conclusion: Programmed re-insp 
Other authorities to notify (if required) 

Amount of weeks to be allowed for 
completion of any necessary works26 
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. 100% of common areas of residential accommodation audited. Could not access lift motor room or basement plant rooms. Access given by Seamus Dunlea (maintenance manager) who 

um 
•rotected Voids 
•rotected Ducts 

Fire Warning System: 
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id not accompany me 
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A 

~ Property Risk Group: 
270 Life Risk: m Relative Risk: -m Siqnature of Occupier: m Date Comoleted 
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B 

~ B - Sleeoino familiar or Licensed Premises 
270 0.5 m -m 5.03 

m 03-Nov-16 
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